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SHIP SUCCESS STORIES
IN BREVARD COUNTY
NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION

LIMITED SCOPE REHABILITATION ASSISTANCE

In 2009, SHIP and CDBF were invested to revitalize
the Booker T. Washington neighborhood in Melbourne.
Some dilapidated buildings were torn down in one crime
ridden area. SHIP funded the construction of 18 rental
units in Greater Heights Apartments, which is owned and
managed by a nonprofit organization along with an outreach center in this neighborhood. SHIP also funded purchase assistance with sweat equity in the neighborhood.
The City of Melbourne Police Department provided a
28 page report which documents the reduction in calls for
police service and reported crimes in the years since these
concentrated revitalization projects.

The nonprofit agency called Love INC makes many
houses habitable with emergency repairs like roof leaks
and air conditioning repairs for elderly household members. This is a story about successful leveraging. SHIP
pays an average of $7000 per homeowner. The impact
of this investment is multiplied by community fundraising, volunteer labor and a revolving loan pool. The article below from Florida Today mentions a homeowner
assisted by both Love INC and Habitat. The featured
homeowner received about $7000 but received a significantly renovated home thanks to leveraging with other
resources. HNN
SHIP funded the
construction of
18 rental units in
Greater Heights
Apartments.
Partners
celebrated
the new
development at
a community
ribbon cutting.

In addition to assisting with home purchase and owner-occupied rehabilitation, the Brevard County SHIP program offers support for households with special housing needs, including household members with
a disability and elderly individuals. The article to the right is a photo
portfolio that illustrates how the SHIP program has provided a diversity
of assistance. It documents SHIP funding for senior rental housing, hurricane housing recovery and other disaster response, in-fill construction of homes for first time buyers, and manufactured housing replacement. The $12.3 million of SHIP funding involved in these projects
span a four year period. The investment of this SHIP is calculated to
have generated $94 million of total economic impact, according to a
Hendrickson Company report from 2009.
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FUTURE SHIP FUNDING IS NEEDED
There is a continued need for SHIP.
So many working, low-income families
need help. Most of them are able
to scrape by paycheck to paycheck,
but have trouble accumulating any
extra dollars for security and utility
deposits, or a small down payment
for a reasonably priced home. Over
the past few years that SHIP has not
been fully appropriated, we have been
forced to terminate the Purchase
Assistance Program, Tenant Assistance
Program, Purchase Assistance with
Sweat-Equity Program, and Rental
Development Program.

Analysis of a SHIP strategy not currently
available due to reduced funding: Tenant
Assistance: SHIP provides security and
utility deposits. This assistance is reserved
only for households with income of 50%
AMI. It has been extremely popular but
is not available now due to lack of funding. The City SHIP office still receives numerous requests for the Tenant Assistance
Program, despite the fact that the program
ended over 2 years ago. This assistance
was distributed by the nonprofit social
service agency called PREVENT! of Brevard, Inc., which delivered the program as
a turn-key operation, earning a project delivery fee only for qualified households that
received assistance. HNN
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